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Government of India
Department of Atomic Energy

Office Memorandum

Sub: Contributory Health Service Scheme of DAE - applicability to retired employees of the Department of Space on reciprocal basis - amendment thereto.

The question of extension of the CHSS facilities of the Department to the retired employees of the Department of Space on a reciprocal basis who are presently residing at Bombay, Tarapur, HWPS (Kota), Rxps (Talcher) has been under consideration of the Department. It has since been decided that the retired employees of the Department of Space who settle down at Bombay, Tarapur, Talcher and Kota may be allowed medical facilities under the CHSS of the Department of Atomic Energy on a reciprocal basis with immediate effect.

2. Accordingly, the following amendment shall be inserted to this Department's O.M. No.32/5/69-Adm dated April 21, 1975 to the extent indicated below:-

Clause 2.1(11) - after the word "Department" and before the words "who opt for"

including employees who have retired from the Department of Space who settle down at Bombay, Tarapur, Talcher and Kota